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Abstract: We define the mdependence-reduclblllty based on a 
modification of key dependencies. wluch has better computa- 
tional properttes and 1s more practically useful than the ongmal 
one based on key dependencies Usmg &IS modification as a 
tool, we design BCNF databases that are highly deslrable with 
respect to updates and/or query answermg In particular, given a 
set U of attnbutes and a set F of functional dependencies over 
U, we charactenze when F can be embedded m a database 
scheme over U that IS mdependent and 1s BCNF wrth respect to 
F, a polynormal tune algorithm that tests this charactenzatlon 
and produces such a database scheme whenever possible 1s 
presented The produced database scheme contams the fewest 
possible number of relanon schemes Then we show that 
designs of embeddmg constant-tune-mamtamable BCNF 
schemes and of embeddmg independence-reducible schemes 
share exactly the same method with the above design Fmally, a 
simple modticabon of dus method yields a polynonual time 
algonthm for deslgmng embeddmg separable BCNF schemes 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Boyce-Codd normal formal (BCNF) [Co] IS one of 
the most unportant database normal forms alfned at reducmg 
data redundancy and update anomahes Unfortunately, given a 
set F of functional dependencies [A], the problem “does there 
exist a non-BCNF database scheme that 1s embeddmg F” 1s 
NP-complete [BB] ( The NP-completeness was proved 111 [BB] 
for cover embeddmg BCNF schemes But smce the scheme 
constructed there happened to embed the given functlonal 
dependencies, our statement B still correct ) Thus unless P=NP. 
no polynomial tune algonthm for deslgmng embeddmg BCNF 
database schemes IS likely to be found 
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Recent work on database design addressed some proper- 
tuzs that would allow data updates and/or query answermg to be 
performed efficiently In pmcular, withm the context of the 
weak ulsrunce model [H,M.MUV.V,Yl. there has been a good 
deal of work being done on proposmg and Idenhfymg such mce 
“data-mampulatmn” properties Among them there are mdepen- 
dence [GY,Sl,S2], mdependence-reduabtity [CH]. constant- 
hme-mamtamabdlty [HC,GW,W], and separabdlty [CM] How- 
ever, very httle has been known about how to actually design 
databases with these propeties m general The design theory 
should eventually provide algonthms and gmdes for delsgnmg 
the goals It has proposed 

In dus paper, the above “data mampulauon” promes 
are consldcrcd to be equally nnportant as normahzatlon of data- 
bases That 1s, we beheve that useful systems should be free of 
redundancy/anomahes as well as allow efficrent data updates 
and/or query answermg We wdl focus on designs of databases 
toward such combmed goals It turns out that BCNF mteracts 
with these propeties m such a mce way that the above mtracta- 
b&y disappears 

Under the weak mstance model, rndependence takes the 
followmg form A database state wlthm which each relation 
satifies the dependencies local to It has a weak mstance, 1 e ,1s 
consrstent [H,V.Yl Hence, only local dependencies need be 
enforced m the process of updates If mdependence IS provided 
Independence meets the aesthetic prmclple of “separation” or 
“one thmg m one place” [BBC] and therefore 1s h&ly dear- 
able m a dstnbuted environment where data transnusslons 
between sites are supposed to be mmunlzed Independent 
schemes with dependencies gwen by keys of relations were 
stmed by [Sl.S2] and those with functional dependencies plus 
the JOIII dependency [ABU] of the database scheme were stu- 
died by [GY,S3] Specially, It has been shown that mdependent 
schemes are highly desirable with respect to query answenng as 
well [AC,IIK.S2,S3] 

Chan and Hemandez [CH] defined a generalrzation of 
Saglv-mdependent schemes [S2], called mndependence- 
reducrbleschemes This B exactly the class of database 
schemes obtamed from decomposmg, based on a set of so 
called key dependencres, Sagw-mdependent schemes m a 
dependency preservmg manner Independence-reducible 



schemes mhert most desirable properties of mdependent 
schemes and we shall see that they are always m BCNF In 0u.s 
paper, mdependence-reduclblllty will be treated as a design 
goal and more unportantly used as a design tool In particular, 
we will show that mdependence-reducllty of certam database 
scheme characterizes when our combmed design goals are pos- 
sable to fulfil. for a given set of functional dependencies. and 
gmdes the design procedure whenever possible However, to fit 
mto our framework, some modlficatlon to the ongmal notion of 
key dependencies seems to be necessary We ~111 show how to 
do this and will argue that the modified notion has beeter corn- 
putatlonal propertlcs and 1s more practlally useful than the on- 
gmal one 

The notion of constant-tune-mamtamablbty was pro- 
posed as a systematic generahzatlon of independence of [GY] 
Very mformally, a database scheme 1s constant-tune- 
mumfumble [GW] If some algonthm can determme whether 
cmslstency of a database state 1s preserved by an mseruon of a 
new tuple m tune mdependent of the state size (llus will 
depend on the computational model used) Independent 
schemes with only funcbonal dependencies are constant-tlme- 
mamtamable because only local functional dependencies need 
be. enforced Constant-time-mamtamabunablllty 1s a systematic gen- 
erahzauon of mdependence m the sense that the constant ume 
soluhon captured by It 1s not necessardy acheved by assummg 
the unrqueness [S2] and sunple types of dependencies, but 
rather us mherent m the scheme itself This property IS hghly 
desirable 111 a large and dynamic envmmment where scannmg 
entue database state IS not acceptable for enforcmg constramts 
111 the process of updates Recogmtlon of constant-tune- 
mamtamable schemes and some NCC behavlours with respect to 
query answenng have recently been estabhshed m 
[HC,HW.W,WG]. of them [HC] gave a polynomial brne test of 
constant-tune-mamtamable schemes, provided that schemes are 
m BCNF 

The notmn of separabdlty by Chan and Mendelzon [CM] 
concerned with both consistency and completeness of mforma- 
tmn of locally satlsfymg states A database state s complete d 
any tuple that can be denved from the exlstmg tuples and the 
constramts are already given explicitly m the state A database 
scheme IS separable If local samfaction unphes both con- 
sistency and completeness of the state As menhoned m [CM], 
tlus property captures the design goal of mdependently updat- 
able decomposmon and It IS equivalent to a speclficatmn of the 
abstract mdependent mappmg defined by Bancllhon and Spyra- 
tos [BS] We shall also consider design of separablhty 

The central problems we shall address WI this paper are 
the followrng Gmz.n a set U of attnbutes and a set F of func- 
tional dependencies over U, we charactenze under what condl- 
bans there exists a database scheme over U that 1s embedding, 
mdependcnt, and m BCNF with respect to F Then we address 
how to test such condmons and, d the test succeeds, how to 
produce a database scheme satlsfymg these properbees Very 
mterestmgly, we will show that If F cannot be embedded m an 
mdependcnt BCNF scheme, then F cannot be embedded m any 

constant-tune-mamtamable BCNF scheme nor m any 
mdepcndence-reducible scheme Therefore, our method for 
deslgnmg embeddmg mdependent BCNF schemes IS exactly 
those for deslgmng embeddmg constant-ume-mamtamable 
BCNF schemes and embeddmg mdependence-reducible 
schemes This then would suggest that, wlthm the context of 
BCNF scheme design. not much needs be studed for constant- 
tune-mamtamable schemes and mdependence-reducible 
schemes other than mdependent schemes. provided that no con- 
stramts (other than funcbonal dependencies) are unposed The 
tune of our tests IS bounded by O(IF1211FII+IUI), where 
I F I 1s the number of functional dependencies m F, II F II IS the 
size of the descnptlon of F, and IUI 1s the number of atmbutes 
m U Finally, a simple modlficatlon of the above method yields 
a polynonual me algorithm for &slgnmg embeddmg separable 
BCNF schemes 

For each combmed design goal considered. it 1s shown 
that the produced database scheme contams the fewest possible 
number of relation schemes Thus, data redundancy 1s 
prevented both wlthm (by BCNF) and between (by rnmmuzmg 
the number of relations) relauons We shall also discuss how to 
modify the produced scheme to make It lossless without 
affectmg the goals that have been deslgned for d 

Our choice of embeddmg, rather than cover embeddmg, 
functional dependencies 1s Just&d as follows Let X+Y be 
any given functional dependency X+Y not only represents an 
mtegnty constramt on the database, but also represents a rela- 
nonshlp that the database 1s mtended to store In other words, 
we consider the given functional dependencies to express as 
well the mformation about what attributes at least should be put 
mto one rclatlon scheme Intumvely, such a design wdl depend 
on the choice of dependency covers m general It turns out, 
however, that the design result 1s not affected by appbcauons of 
umon and decomposition rules of funchonal dependencies On 
the other hand, the treatment of cover embeddmg IS a rather 
syntactic one based on Armstrong’s moms [A]. and m the end, 
not every cover emhddmg database scheme matches so well 
our mttutlon about what mformatlon should be tabulated m the 
database 

2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

We now bnefly descnbe the notauon and definmons 
requued for the rest of this paepr 

2.1 Relations, Schemes, and States 

A (database) scheme, denoted (R,Z), consists of a col- 
lecnon of relation schemes R={Rl, &) and a flute set of 
dependencies Z over UR defined below, where UR 1s the 
abbrevlatlon of the UNOTLS &U u& Very often, a database 
scheme refers to R alone d Z IS not of mterest A (database) 
state over R, usually denoted p, 1s an assignment of relations to 
rclatlon schemes of R, with p(R3 denotmg the relation 
asslgned to R, by p Let t be a tuple over some R, m R pu (t) 
denotes the state p’ p*(R,)=p(R,), for R,E R-(R,], and 
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2 2 Dependencies and Normal Forms 

An functronal dependency Ifd) [A] over a relation 
scheme R, 1s a statement of the form X+Y, where X and Y 
are sets of attnbutes such that R,zXY, and they are called the 
lefi-hand-side and right-hand-side of the fd, respecbvely F i=F’ 
denotes F (logrcally) rmplres F’ If Fl=G and G !=F, denoted 
F=G, F 1s sad to be equrvalent to (or to be a cover of) G F 1s 
the set of all fd’s unphed by F Let X be a set of attnbutes X$ 
1s the set of atmbutes A such that F l=X+A Fd’s can be 
uruoned and decomposed usmg the followmg rules [A.Ma,U] 

l Umon rule. (X+Y ,X+Z) l=X+YZ 

l Decomposition rule- Let X+Y be an fd and ZcY 
Then X+Y l=X+Z 

An fd X+Y IS embedded III a relanon scheme R, If 
R,zXY Let F be a set of fd’s F/R, denotes the fd’s of F that 
are embedded m R, and F/R denotes the fd’s of F that are 
embedded m elements of R F 1s embedded m R, or R 1s 
embeddrng F, d every fd m F 1s embedded m some element of 
R A database scheme R 1s cover embeddrng F [BH] If there 1s 
a cover of F that 1s embed&d m R 

The horn dependency (Id) [ABU] defined by database 
scheme R=(Rl, J&j, denoted *R, 1s sahsfied by a relation I 
over UR d l&,(I)* *&&)=I, that 1s. the orlgmal relation 
can be reconstructed from JOINS of its proJectIons onto R A 
database scheme R 1s lossless with respect to (wrt) a set of Z of 
dependencies [ABU] If Ci=*R Evldcntly, when Jd *R s 
mcluded m Z. R 1s trlvlally lossless wrt Z 

Let F be a set of fd’s. R, a relation scheme of R. and 
Xal X 1s called a key of R, wrt F d F l=X+R1 and no proper 
subset of X has thus property A superkzy of R, wrt F 1s any set 
of attributes m R, that contams a key of R, A relation scheme 
R, 1s m Boyce-Codd normal form (BCNF) wrt F [Co] If for 
every nontnvlal fd X+Y E p/RI, X IS a superkey of R, wrt F 
We say that a database scheme R 1s m BCNF wrt F If R, 1s m 
BCNF wrt F for every R, m R More generally, R 1s m BCNF 
wrt a set of dependencies Z if R 1s m BCNF wrt the fd’s 
unphed by Z 

2.3 Weak Instances, Chase, and Representative Instances. 

L.et (R,Z) be a database scheme, p a state over R, and I a 
relation over UR I 1s called a weak mnstance of p wrt Z If I 
satisfies Z and l&,(I)ap(RJ for each R, m R A state p 1s a 
consrstent state of (R,C). or p IS conrrstent wrt Z, If there exsts 
a weak mstance of p wrt C [H,M.V,Y] CONS(R,Z) denotes the 
collecuon of all consistent states of (R,Z) 

We can test whether a database state p 1s consistent wrt a 
set Z of dependencies by applymg the chare process [MMS] to 
the umversal relation aug(p). where aug(p) 1s obtamed from p 
by augmentmg out to UR every tuple of p with umque van- 
ables The chase process mod&z this relation by applymg 
rules associated with dependencies m I: to aug(p) as far as pos- 

sible. until either a contradrctron 1s found, 1 e , two constants 
are equated, m which case p IS mconslstent, or no rule can 
further modify the relation, m which case p IS comBtent --- the 
linal relation Is a weak mstance of p If p 1.5 consistent wrt x 
we shall denote by CHASEz(aug(p)) the 6nal chased relation 
and call It the representative mstance of p wrt I: [M,S2] Given 
a consistent state p and any set X of atmbutes of a. the X- 
total projectton of the representative mstance of p wrt F, 
denoted by lI&CHASE,(aug(p))), IS the set of tuples (pro- 
~ected onto X) of the representative instance of p that cOntam 
no variables over X 

2.4 Independence, Separability, and Constant-time- 
maintainabllity 

Saglv [S2] defined and studied the nonon of mdependent 
schemes when fd’s are given by keys of relations Let 
R=(Rl, &,) and let F=Flu uF,,, be a set of fd’s such that 
F,. l%m. contams only (but not necessanly all) fd’s of the 
form X+R,-X, where X 1s a key of R, wrt F R 1s said to be 
independent [Sl,S2] wrt F if every state p such that p(RJ 
satisfies F, for l%rn 1s consistent wrt F It was shown m [S2] 
that R IS mdepcndcnt wrt F If and only If, for all l%m, 

R, satisfies the unqueness conditwn [S2] for no 15~911 

with pl does (R&F, contam a left-hand-side K of some fd m 
F, and an atmbute A m R,-K 

Graham amd Yannakalus [GYj studled Independent 
schemes m more general cases Let (R.F) be a database scheme 
, where F 1s a set of fd’s over UR A database scheme R 1s 
mdependent wrt F if every state p such that p(R,) satisfies 
p/R, for every R1~ R 1s consistent wrt F By a result m [GY], 
when dependencies are given by keys of relations, this 
def%utlon comcldes with the above Saglv’s defimtion Let G be 
the set of fd’s lmphes by Fu( *R) R 1s rndependent wrt 
Fu(*R) d every state p such that p(Rd sat&es G+/R, for 
every R,E R 1s consistent wrt Fu( *R) More results on 
mdependent schemes, mcludmg some desirable properties with 
respect to query answermg, can be found m [AC,IIK.S3] 

Let (RJ) be a database scheme A consistent state p of 
(R.9 1s complete d tEII&CHASEx(aug(p))) lmphes 
tepp(RJ, R,ER A s explamed m [GMV], the Idea IS that a 
complete state contams exphcltly all the tuples whose. exwtence 
can be derived from the state and the dependencies R IS 
everywhere-complete wrt Z If every consistent state of (R,Z) IS 
complete [GMV] R IS separable wrt Z If R 1s both mdcpendent 
and everywhere-compelete wrt Z [CM] 

The mamtenance problem of a database scheme (R,Z) IS 
the followmg declslon problem [GW,GY] Let p be a consistent 
state of (R,Z) and we want to msert a tuple (over some R, m R) 
mto p, called an mmtance cp.t> below. 1s pu (t) a consistent 
state of (R,z)v Assume that the database state p IS stored 111 a 
device that responds to requests of the form &,,‘I’> by retum- 
mg. d It exists, an arbitrary tuple sahsfjmg Y from the relation 
p(R,). where R,E R. and Y IS a Boolean combmation of equal- 
lty of form B=b, for some attrIbute BER, and constant ‘b’ m 
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the domam of B Furthermore, every request <R,,Y> obeys the 
no guess assumptron [GW] m the sense that the constants used 
m equalities of Y appear either m the mserted tuple or m some 
prevtously returned tuples Suppose that some algonthm A 
solves the mamtenancc problem of (R,Z) by makmg requests to 
the current state as above For any instance <p,t’, we define 
#A(p,t) to be the number of requests made on cp,t> by A m 
determmmg conslstcncy of pu( t) A database scheme R 1s 
satd to be constant-tune-mamtarnable (ctm) wrt Z d there exsts 
an mteger k 20 such that k %A(p.t) for all mstance <P,O of the 
mamtenance problem of (R,Z) Ctm schemes are unportant m 
the case where states are large and modtficahons are frequent 
More results on ctm database schemes were reported m 
[HC,W,WGl 

It should be noted that the properttes of BCNF. mdepcn- 
dence, separabthty, and constant-me-mamtamabtltty are all 
mscnslhve to the choice of dependency covers 

3 A MODIFIED NOTION OF KEY DEPENDENCIES 

As a destgn goal m capturmg efficient query answermg 
and constramt enforcement, Chan and Hernandez [CH] defined 
a notton of mdependence-reduclbtltty wrt a set of so called “key 
dependcnctes” We shall use thts notion as a tool m our design 
framework Essentially, our destgn algonthm 1s a modticatton 
of the 3NF synthestzmg method [B] First, we shall construct, 
for each given fd, one relation scheme conststmg of the attrt- 
butes m that fd Then, while the embeddmg 3NF 1s always pos- 
stble to fulfil for the gtven fd’s, we show that embeddmg 
mdependent BCNF design goal 1s possible to fulfil exactly 
when the constructed database scheme 1s mdependence- 
reductble Tlurd, when the design 1s possible, mstead of merg- 
mg relation schemes correspondmg to the fd’s with the 
equivalent left-hand-sides as m [B], we merge the relatton 
schemes that are equtvalent wrt their embedded key dependen- 
cies, m other words, we find “the key-equivalent partttton” 
[CH] of the constructed database scheme and merge the relatton 
schemes m each block of the partthon By some results m 
[CH]. such a merged database scheme ts mdePendent and m 
BCNF However, ccrtam modtficatlon to the key dependencies 
seems to be necessary for our purpose In tlus sectton we 
present such a modlficatton and show a few mce propertres of 
tt We will returan to a presentatton of destgn algorithm m the 
subsequent sections 

[CH] defined a notion of mdependcnce-rcductbillty as 
follows A partrtron of a set S IS a collection of nonempty sub- 
sets of S such that elements m the collection are pauwlse dts- 
~olnt and the umon of the collectton 1s S Each subset m a partt- 
bon 1s called a block Given a set of fd’s F and a relation 
scheme R, If K 1s a key of R wrt F and AER-K, K+A IS sad 
to a key dependency m R wrt F A set of fd’s G 1s a set of ky 
dependencres m (a relatron scheme) R wrt F If G IS equtvalent 
to the set (K-A I K+A 1s a key dependency m R wrt F ) , 
1 e , the set of all key dependenclcs 111 R F IS a set of ky depen- 
dencles m (a databate scheme) R=(Rl, ,R,) d 
F=Ftu uF,, where each F, 1s a set of key dependenctes m 

R, wrt F Let F=Ftu uF,,, be a set of key dependencies m 
R=(Rt, ,R,,,),andletS~R F(S)denotesu(F,IR,ES) SD 
ky-equrvalent wrt F(S) If for any R&E S, (RJ&~J=(R,)& 
R IS satd to be mdependence-redwble wrt F if there 1s a partt- 
honT=(Tt, ,Tk) ofRsuchthat 
(a) database scheme D= ( flp I Tpe T) IS independent wrt F, 

and 

(b) for any Tp’ T, Tt, ts key-equtvalent wrt F(T,) 
It has been shown m [CH] that mdependence-reducible 

database schemes mhent most of the proPerttes of independent 
schemes and are lughly destrable with respect to query answer- 
mg and constramt enforcement The test algorithm of 
mdependence-reductblhty m [CH] (I e , function KBP and 
Algonthm 4) has assumed that the key dependencies are exph- 
c~tly gtven as F1, ,F,,,, where F, 1s a set of key dcpenden- 
ctes m R, 

Some Negative Results of Key Dependencies. Let F be 
a set of fd’s over U, let REU be a relatton scheme, and let G be 
some set of fd’s embedded m R By slightly modlfymg the 
proof of the NP-completeness of the addrtronal ky problem 1~1 
[BB] (I e , Theorem S), we can show that the problem “Is G a 
set of key dependencies m R wrt P” 1s CoNP-complete This 
result strongly suggests that no polynomial tune algorithm for 
generatmg a set of key dependencuzs m R (for a given set F of 
fd’s over U) 1s hkely to extst Therefore it IS unreasonable to 
assume that any set equivalent to a set of key dependenctes m R 
1s always gtven exphclty as sets 9’s of key dependenctes m 
R,‘s Moreover. as tllustrated by Example 3 1 below many 
redundant fd’s are mcluded m sets 9’s of key dependencies, we 
doubt that any algonthms takmg such sets as input m a non- 
trivial manner can be consldered “truly” efficient To get over 
these problems as well as to fit mto our design framework, we 
now modtfy the above notton of key dependenctes as follows 

A Modified Notion of Key Dependencies. Let 
R=(Rl, .,I&,) and F=FIu uF,,,. where F, IS a set of fd’s 
embedded m R,, l<&rn F, 1s a set of ky-dependencres (I e , 
Wlb ‘1-1’ m between for dlstmctlon) m R, If for every fd X+Y 
111 F,, F, i=X+R, F IS called a set of key-dependencres m R tf 
F IS eqmvslent to the u~ons Flu uF,,,. where F, 1s a set of 
key-dependenctes m R,, 15&m Assume that Flu uF, IS a 
set of key-dependecles m R=(Rt , ,R,), and let ScR It fol- 
lowsthattheu(F,IRj~S) 1s a set of key-depcndenctes m sub- 
scheme S 

Example 3.1 Constder the database scheme (R,F), 
whcrc 

F= ( A+B,B-+C,C+A,A+D,D+EF,D-+EG) 

We claun that F 1s a set of key-dependenctes m R In particular, 
F=Ft u uF6. where Ft=(A-+B). b=(B+C), 
F3=(C+A), F‘,=(A-+D), F5=(D+EF), F6=(D+EG), 
and each F, 1s a set of key-dependencies m R, Note that F,, for 
15~53, 1s not equtvalent to the set (X+A I X+A IS a key 
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dependency m Rj wrt F) , and thus F, 1s not a set of key depen- 
dencles m R, To make F a set of key dependencies m R, F 
needs be given as F’=F, ‘u uF6’, where 
FI’=(A-+B,B+A), F2’=(B+C,C-+B), F3’=(C-+A, 
A+C). Fd’=(A+D). Fs’={D+EF), F6’=(D+EG). each 
F,’ bemg a set of key dependenLles m R, q 

Better Computational Properties of Key- 
dependencies. As pomted out above, them 1s a lack of polyno- 
nual ume algonthm for testmg and generatmg key dependen- 
cies Now we show that keydependencles are free of these 
problems Given a set of fd’s F, tt 1s not hard to see the follow- 
mg If F 1s equtvalent to a set of key-dependenctes m R, then F 
1s cover embedded m R, and d F 1s embedded m R. then F 1s a 
set of key-dependencies m R tf and only if, for each fd X+Y m 
F, there IS at least one relation scheme R,E R such that RaXY 
and X 1s a superkey of R, wrt F Thus we can test whether F 1s 
eqmvalent to a set of key-dependencies m R= (RI, ,R,) , and 
find such an eqtuvalent set d tt 1s. m polynomtal tune as fol- 
lows 

Fast. by a polynormal ttme algorithm m [BH] or [GY], 
we test whether F 1s cover embedded If not, then F IS not 
equivalent to a set of key-dependencies m R, othenwse, that 
algorithm also returns an embedded cover F ’ of F Then we 
vertiy, for each fd X+YE F’, that there exsta at least one rela- 
non scheme RE R such that RaXY and X 1s a superkey of R, 
wrt F F IS equivalent to a set of keydependencles m R d and 
only 9 no vIolanon of these vet&canon IS found In the case of 
no vlolatlon, the sets of key-dependencies s’s m s’s, such that 
F=F1u uF,, sre construcwcl as follows For each fd 
X+YE F’. choose arbltranly exact one relauon scheme R,E R, 
such that R1zXY and X 1s a superkey of R, wrt F, and mclude 
fd X+R-X m F, 

Clearly, the above test and transformatmn take polyno- 
mial time m the number of relation schemes and m the size of 
descrlptton of F More specifically, IF,IS I F’/R,I, for all 
R1c R, where F’ 1s the embedded cover of F used m the above 
transformation 

Test of Independence-reduclbibty Based on Key- 
dependencies. Fast, we define the mdependence-reduclblhty 
wrt a set of key-dependencies Let F=FIu uF, be a set of 
key-dependencies m R. and let ScR As before, we define 
F(S)=u(F, I R,E S), and we say that S 1s key-equrvalent wrt 
F(S) If for my W, 111 S @&)=(R,)&s) R 1~ 
mdependence-reductble wrt F tf there 1s a partitton 
T=(TI, ,,T,) of R such that 

(a) database scheme D=( uT~, ,uTk) 1s independent 
wrtF, and 

(b) for any Tt,~ T, Tp 1s key-eqtuvalent w-rt F(T,) 

We shall say that the above partltmn T 1s an mdependence- 
reduced purtrtron of R wrt F and the above scheme D IS an 
mdependence-reduced scheme of R wrt F Also, tf a partltton T 
of R sattsfies condttton (b), mdependently of condttton (a), we 
say that T 1s a ky-equrvalent partition of R (wrt F) (Note that 
thts notion 1s different from “the key-equtvalcnt parttuon” 

dcIincd m [CH] ) If T=(TI, ,Tk) 1s a key-equivalent parttuon 
of R, then the database scheme (UT,, ,uTk) 1s mfuced by 
T Clearly,F 1s also a set of key-dependencies m any mduced 
scheme ( uT~, uT~) , where the set of key-dependencies m 
UT, IS F(TJ, for llllk Note that any database scheme 
mdcpendcnt wrt a set of key-dependencies 1s mvtally 
mdcpcndence-reducible 

In the followmg. we show that replacement of key 
depcndenctes by key-dependencies 1s only a matter of chotces 
of dependency covers m the sense that tt gives an equivalent 
defimtton and the same test algortthm of mdependence- 
reductblhty 

Lemma 3.1: (a) Every set of key-dependencies m R IS 
equivalent to a set of key dependencies m R (b) Every set of 
key dependencies m R 1s a set of keydependencles m R (c) 
Let F be a set of key-dependencies m R and let F’ be an 
equivalent set of key dependencies m R Then R 1s 
mdependence-reducible wrt F tf and only If R 1s mdependence- 
reductble wrt F ’ 

An mportant observation 1s that the key proofs m [CH] 
do not need the stronger assumption of havmg key dependen- 
cles and (therefore) the test method of m&pendence-reducible 
schemes m [CH] stdl works when a set of key-dependenctes 
rather than a set of key dependencies 1s taken as mput Then tt 
follows, from Lemma 3 1 and the polynomml transformatton of 
key-dependencies, that we can test mdependence-reduclhty 
truly efficiently For our convemence, m the followmg we bor- 
row from [CH] the test algorithm.. with the mput replaced by a 
set of key-dependencies 

Let F be a set of key-dependencies m R and let R, be a 
relation scheme m R Define m,] to be the largest subset of R 
contammg R, such that CR;) ts key-eqtnvalent wrt F([RJ) The 
collectton of ([RJ IR,E R) IS called the muxunwlz ky- 
equrvalent partrtton of R (wrt F) (which corresponds to the 
term “key-eqmvalent partmon” m [CH]) As an important com- 
ponent of testmg independence-reductbthty, the ftmctton KEP 
below generates the maxunum key-eqtuvalent parttttons 
____________________------------------------------------------------------ 

Function KEP(R,F), 

hput R=(Rl, ,Ft,) and F=F~u uF,, where F, ts a 
set of key-dependenctes m R,, l<&m 

output The maxtmwn key-equivalent partttton of R wrt F 
Notation R,*=(R, I (R,)F+=(R$) 
Method 

begin 

(1) L~~PARTITION=(R;IR,ER), 

(2) if PARTITION=(R) then return ((R)) 

else return PW’I FPW. u=W’n;F(Pn)))~ 
where PARTITION= (PI, ,P,) 

end 
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With R and F as mput, function KEP(R.F) partmons R, 
as m step (I), on the basis of the equivalence of relation 
schemes under F and mvocates a recursive call for each block 
Smce R can be “spht” at most IRI-1 tunes, the total number of 
mvocatmns of KEP 1s bounded by IRI-1,where IRI 1s the number 
of relauon schemes m R W&m each mvocahon of KEP(R.F), 
PARmON can be found by computmg (R,)$, for each R, m 
R, and groupmg those havmg the same closure As (RJ$ can 
be computed m tune 0( ii F II ) by an algonthm m [BB]. where 
II F II 1s the size of descnptlon of F. findmg PARTITION m 
step (1) takes tune 0( I R I IIF II) Thus function KEP(R,F) 1s 
boundedbyO(lR1211FII) 

The followmg algonthm 1s a rcwnte of Algorithm 4 m 
[CH]. except that it now takes a set of key-dcpendenacs, rather 
than a set of key dependencies, as mput 

Algorithm 1 

Input R=(Rl, ,I$,,) and F=Flu uF,,,. where F, 1s a 
set of key-dependencies m R,. Is&m 

output Accept or reject, d accept IS output, then the max- 
unum key-eqmvalent p-bon of R 1s also output 

Method 

(1) generate the maxunum key-eqmvalent partltlon 
(IVlK&, ,m) ofRwrtFvlaKEP(R,F), 

(2) if iu-,, ,uMK&) IS not mdependent wrt F then 
output reject 

else output accept and (MK&, ,MKEa) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The followmg lemma follows from [CHJ 

Lemma 3 2: Let F be a set of key-dependencies m R 
When R and F are mput, Algorithm 1 outputs accept, I e , the 
scheme mduced by the maxunum key-eqmvalent partltlon of R 
wrt F 1s mdependent wrt F, d and only d R IS mdependence- 
reducible wZt F 

Example 3.2: Consider the database scheme (R,F) of 
Example 3 1, where R=(R1(AB),R2(BC)&(AC), &(AD), 
R&IEF)&(DEG)) and F=(A-+B. B+C. C+A, 
A-+D,D-&F,D-+EG) Sm= (R~)&F,zAB. where 
Fl=( A+B), R2 violates the umqueness condlhon and thus R 
1s not mdependent wrt F However, R 1s mdependence- 
reducible wrt F The maxunum key-equivalent partmon of R 1s 
1 h%&&)~hRd) and its mduced scheme 
(D1(ABCD),D,(DEFG)) 1s independent wrt F 0 

In fact, a close mspection of [CH] dscovers that the 
proofs that concerned with boundedness and algebrac- 
mamtamablhty of mdependence-reduable schemes hold Just as 
well when dependencies are given by a set of key-dependencies 
rather than by a set of key dependencies In other words, 
mdependence-reduclblllty based on key-dependenclcs not only 
have the same desirable proper&s wrt query answermg and 

constramt enforcement as m [CH]. but also gams more 
efficiency of these functions by takmg a set of key- 
dependencies as parameters As a result. our mod&cation 1s 
more practlally useful 

4 CHARACTERIZATION 

We now return to the dlscusslon of the central design 
problem of dus paper In this section, we assume our mput to be 
a set F of (nontnvlal) fd’s We shall charactenze the existence 
of a database scheme that 1s embeddmg, mdependenf and m 
BCNF wrt F We show that ti charactenzauon remams the 
same for the existence of embeddmg ctm BCNF schemes and 
for the emstence of embeddmg mdependence-reducible 
schemes The design algonthm IS left to the next section 

For a given set F of fd’s. we define 

scheme(F)= (XW I X+Wc F) 

That 1s. scheme(F) contams, for each fd m F, a relanon scheme 
conslstmg of all the attnbutes appeanng m that fd Now let 

=heme@Hh A,,) 

and define 

F,= (X+W I X+-WE F and RI=XW) , for llllm 

It B not hard to see that F=Flu uF,,, and F, 1s a set of key- 
dependencies m R, (but not necessanly a set of key dependen- 
cles m R,), IS&m Thus F 1s a set of key-dependencies m 
scheme(F) Note that scheme(F) IS not necessanly m 3NF smce 
F 1s not requued to be mnumal [U] 

Example 4.1. Consider the fd’s 

F=(BE-+D,D-+B,C+B,B+C) 

Then scheme(F)=(R~(BED),R~(BD),R3(BC)l. and 
F~=(BE+D),FF(D-JB),F~=(C+B,B+C) Clearly, F 1s 
a set of key-dependencies m scheme(F), smce F=FIuF~uF~, 
and each F, 1s a set of key-dependencies m R, q 

The followmg 1s the mam theorem we shall prove in this 
SeCtlOll 

Theorem 4.1: Let F be a set of (nontnvlal) fd’s The fol- 
lowmg statements are equivalent 

(4 

0) 

(cl 

(4 

(4 

(Characterization) scheme(F) 1s mdependence-reducible 
wrtF 

There exists a database scheme that IS embedding, 
mdependent, and m BCNF wrt F 

There exists a database scheme that 1s embeddmg, ctm. 
andmBCNFwrtF 

There exists a database scheme that 1s embeddmg and 
mdependence-reducl wrt F 
There exists a database scheme such that F 1s a set of 
key-dependencies m the scheme and the scheme 1s 
mdependent wrt F 
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Before procecdmg to the proof of Theorem 4 1. 1~1 II\ 
consider more examples 

Example 4.2. Consldcr the fd’s 

F=(A+B,B+C,C-+A,A-+D,D+EF,D+EG) , 

as given m Example 3 2 Clearly, scheme(F)=R. where R 1s the 
database scheme m that example Therefore schcmc(F) 1s 
mdependence-reducible wrt F, and the database scheme 
mduced by its maxunum key-equivalent partltmn. I e. 
D= (D1(ABCD),D#lEFG)), I embeddmg and mdepcndent 
wrt F Also, it IS easy to see that D 1s m BCNF wrt F Smce 
mdependence UllplleS constant-time-mamtamablhty and 
mdependence-reduclbllty, as to be seen below. D 1s also ctm 
and mdependence-reducl wrt F 0 

Example 43. Consider fd’s 

F=(B+A,A+C,C+B,D+B,D+C) 

We have 

By Lemma 3 2, scheme(F) 1s not mdependtmce-reducble wrt F 
The maxunum key-eqmvalent parutmn of scheme(F) 1s 
( (RI,Rz,R~) ,( R&J ) and the mduced scheme 
UJk-%?z@CD)) 1s not mdependent wrt F, because 
C+B 1s embedded m both D1 and D2 [GY] Therefore, 
Theorem 4 1 unphes that F can not be embedded m any 
mdependent (ctm) BCNF scheme nor m any mdependence- 
reducible scheme 

Now we consider the cover 

F’={B+A,A+C,C+B,D+B) 

of F That IS, the reltionslup on CD 1s now not reqmred to be 
tabulated m the database In ths case, design becomes possl- 
ble 

1s mdependence-reducible wrt F’ The maxunum key- 
eqmvalent pmtlon of scheme(F’) u ( (RI,R2&) ,(&) ) and 
the mduced scheme D=(DI(ABC),D~(BD)) satdies the 
umqueness con&tlon wrt (B+AC,A+BC,C+AB, D-+B), 
a cover of F’ m form of [S2] Thus scheme D 1s embeddmg, 
mdependent (and also ctm and mdependence-reducble). and m 
BCNF wrt F’ 0 

We now prove Theorem 4 1 by first mentlomng a few 
results 

Lemma 4.1 (Theorem 3 2 2 m [WC]) Let F be a set of 
fd’s embedded m R If R 1s mdependent wrt F. then R 1s ctm 
wrtF 

By a result m [HC] and Lemma 3 1, we have 

Lemma 4.2: If R 1s embeddmg. ctm. and m BCNF wrt 
F, then R 1s mdependence-reducible wrt F 

The followmg lemma shows that mdependence- 
rcduclhhty unphes BCNF 

Lemma 4.3 Assume that R 1s mdependence-reducible 
wrt a set of key-dependencies F Then 

(a) any mdependence-reduced scheme of R (wrt F) 1s m 
BCNF wrt F, and 

(b) RIsmBCNFwrtF 

Proof Immediate from [CH] 0 

The next lemma tells that, given a set of fd’s F, 
mdependence-reduclblhty of scheme(F) 1s necessary for our 
design goals 

Lemma 4.4. Let F be a set of fd’s Assume that there 
exists some database scheme T that 1s embeddmg, mdependent, 
andmBCNFwrtF Then 

(a) If every relation scheme of T embeds at least one fd m F. 
T 1s mduced by a key-eqmvalent pmtion of scheme(F) wrt F, 

@I scheme(F) 1s independence-reducible wrt F 

We are now ready for the 

Proof of Theorem 4 1 We prove the unphc&on cycle 
(a) => (b) ==a (c) ==a (d) ==> (e) ==> (a) 

(a) ==> (b) ms follows from Lemma 4 3(a) and 
dcfimtlons 

(‘4 ==> (c) Thm follows from Lemma 4 1 

(4 ==> (d) Tlus follows from Lemma 4 2 

(d) ==> (e) Any mdependence-reduced scheme of the 
scheme mentmned m (d) IS a scheme requved by (e) 

(e) => (a) Let R be the scheme menhoned m (e) Then 
R 1s mvuilly mdepndence-reducible wrt F and therefore 1s m 
BCNF wrt F by Lemma 4 3(b) Then (a) follows from Lemma 
44(b) 0 

5. DESIGN ALGORITHMS 

In tlus section we assume our mput to be a set U of atm- 
butes and a set F of fd’s over U We present a polynomial tune 
algorithm that tests the con&tion of Theorem 4 l(a) and. If the 
test succeeds, produces a database scheme over U that 1s 
embeddmg F. mdependent, and m BCNF wrt F By Theorem 
4 1, Lemmas 4 1 and 4 2, the same algorithm also designs 
embeddmg ctm BCNF schemes and embeddmg mdependence- 
reducible schemes In all design cases, the produced database 
scheme, If there IS one, contams the fewest possible number of 
relation schemes The Idea of our algorithm 1s the followmg 
Given a set F of fd’s, we tests whether scheme(F) B 
mdependence-reducible wrt F If not, by Theorem 4 1. the 
design goal 1s unposslble to fulfil, otherwise, the database 
scheme mduced by the maxunum key-equivalent parution of 
scheme(F) wrt F 1s returned If some attnbutes m U are not 
mentioned m F, a mmor modficanon to tlus scheme will give a 
database scheme over U that sausfies the same properhes 
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We now present our design algonh 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Algorithm 2 

Input A set U of attnbutes and a set F of fd’s over U 

output accept or re]ect, d accept 1s output, a database 
scheme 1s also output 

Method 

(1) Run Algonthm 1 on mput scheme(F) and F, 

(2) if reject 1s output from step (1) then output reject 

else do begin 

(3) let D be the database scheme mduced by the max- 
unum key-equivalent partttton returned from the ex- 
ecution of Algorithm 1 m step (1). 

(4) let X be the set of attnbutes of U that are not men- 
ttoned m F, 

(5) if X=0 then output accept and D 

else output accept and DU [ X) , 

end 

Theorem 5.1 let U be a set of attnbutcs and let F bc a 
set of fd’s over U (1) Algonthm 2 outputs accept d and only d 
Theorem 4 l(a) holds (2) If Algorithm 2 outputs accept, It out- 
puts a database scheme over U that IS 

(a) embeddmg, Independent, and m BCNF wrt F, 

(b) embeddmg, ctm. and m BCNF wrt F, 

(4 embeddmg. mdepedence-reducible. m BCNF wrt F 

Moreover, the retumcd database scheme contams the fewest 
posstble number of relatton schemes m each case of (a). (b), 
anci (4 

Proof sketch Part (1) follows from Theorem 4 1 and 
exammahon of Algorithm 2 In the followmg proofs we assume 
that Algontbm 2 outputs accept and a database scheme R Let 
F, D, and X be specfied as m Algortthm 2 Observe that D IS 
the scheme mduced by the maxunum key-equtvalent partltlon 
of scheme(F) wrt F and thus D satisfies (a), (b). and (c) 
Clearly, the database scheme R returned m step (5) also 
sattsfies (a), (b), and (c) 

We now claun that R contams no more relation schemes 
than any database scheme over U that IS (c) Then the mmunal- 
lty of R follows m all casts because by Lemma 4 1, bcmg (a) 
lmpltes bemg (b), which, by Lemma 4 2, unpltcs bemg (c) The 
key argument for thy claun 1s the followmg and It can be 
proved as a generahzatton of Lemma 4 4(a) For any database 
scheme T that 1s (c) and contams the fewest possible number of 
relation schemes. any mdependence-reduced scheme of T 1s a 
scheme mduced by a key-equivalent partmon of scheme(F) wrt 
FCI 

The hme complexity of Algorithm 2 1s analysed as fol- 
lows The tune of step (1) consists of the tune of function KEP 

and the time on determmmg mdependence Smce 
Ischeme(F)IIIFI. KEP(scheme(F),F) IS bounded by 
0(IFI*IIFII) Alsobyanalgonthmm[IIK]orbytestmgthe 
umqueness condttton, mdcpendence can be determmed m tune 
O(IF1211Fll) Therefore, 
O(IF1211FII+IUI) 

Algonthm 2 IS bounded by 

As dlustrated m Example 4 3. the design results wtll 
depend on the choice of covers of funcuonal dependencies m 
general The followmg theorem shows. however. that applymg 
muon and dccomposmon rules of fd’s to the gtven fd’s does not 
affect the design results The advantage of knowmg tlus 1s that 
we can run Algorithm 2 faster by first obtammg a cover of F 
with smaller size and shorter descrlptton usmg the muon rule of 
fd’s 

Theorem 5.2: Let F be a set of fd’s over U and let F’ be 
any set obtamed from F by applymg umon and decomposltton 
rules to F Then the output from Algonthm 2 with U and F as 
mput 1s the same as the output from Algorithm 2 with U and F’ 
as mput 

We can always make the produced database scheme 
(R.F) lossless by mcludmg the Jd *R to the constramts What 1s 
really unportant 1s that this mclusion of the Jd preserves the set 
of conslstcnt states and the &signed properttes This 1s stated m 
a theorem below 

Theorem 5.3: Let R be the database scheme returned by 
Algorithm 2 when U and F are mput Then (1) 
CONS(R,FU(*R))=CONS(R,F), (2) R IS a database 
scheme over U that IS 

(a) embeddmg F, mdependent, and m BCNF wrt Fu (*R) , 

(b) embeddmg F. ctm, and m BCNF wrt FU (*R) 

6. DESIGN SEPARABLE BCNF SCHEMES. 

Now we extend the above methods to destgn embeddmg 
separable BCNF database schemes The followmg lemma can 
be proved by the notton of extensthhty of database schemes 
[Ml 

Lemma 6.1: Let F be a set of key-dependencies m R d 
a database scheme mduced by a key-equwalent partitton of R 
wrt F 1s separable wrt F. then the scheme induced by the max- 
unum key-equivalent partmon of R wrt F s separable wrt F 

In hght of Lemma 6 1, we can show the followmg 
results for deslgnmg separable BCNF schemes 

Theorem 6 1. Let F be a set of fd’s There extsts a data- 
base scheme that IS embddmg, separable, and m BCNF wrt F d 
and only d the followmg condluoms hold 

64 scheme(F) s mdependence-reducible wrt F. and 

(b) the database scheme mduced by the maxtmum key- 
equivalent partmon of scheme(F) wrt F 1s separable wrt 
F 

A polynomial time test of separablhty was suggested m 
[CM] when fd’s are embedded Thus a polynonual ttme algo- 
nthm for deslgrun embcddmg separable BCNF schemes can be 
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obtamed by msertmg a lme between steps (3) and (4) m Algo- 
nthrn 2 that tests whether the scheme D m step (3) 1s separable 
and output reject If not Moreover, smce separablhty lmphes 
mdependence, Theorem 5 1 should unply that the scheme R so 
produced contams the fewest number of relahon schemes 
among database schemes that are embeedmg, separable, m 
BCNF wrt F By a result 111 [CM], R IS also separable wrt 
Fu(*R) Therefore, without aiTectmg the scparablhty and 
BCNF, we can simply add the Jd *R to the produced database 
scheme (R,F) to enforce losslessness 

7. CONCLUSION 

We have considered design problems of several very 
desirable promes of relational databases These designs were 
amcd at both rcducmg data redundancy/update anomahes and 
achevmg effictent data mampulations In parttcular. we have 
characterized the condmon under which a gtven set of func- 
tmnal dependencies can be embedded m an independent BCNF 
database scheme, and have presented a polynomml time algo- 
nthm that tested ti condmon and produced a sat&ymg data- 
base scheme whenever possible We have shown that the exact 
same algonthm also worked for deslgnmg two generahzations 
of mdependent BCNF schemes, that is, ctm BCNF schemes and 
Independence-reducble schemes ti essentially suggested 
that w&m the context of BCNJ? scheme design mdependent 
schemes are all we need to study, even we are allowed to con- 
sider more general database schemes like ctm schemes and 
mdependence-reducible schemes, provided that no constramts 
(other than functtonal dcpendenctes) are unposed Fmally, we 
have also consldered deslgnmg a restriction of independent 
BCNF schemes, namely, separable BCNF schemes 
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